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Players, Jongleurs
Give Fall Production
Rehearsals for the three plays and Neil Aird as Sosicles, and

supported by John Adams as
I'enk'iiles, Mayllng Simpson as
Erotium; Jim Rhodes as Messenio; Cheryl Rose asCylindrus;
Mary Polifka as the Maid; Tom
Bradley as the Prologue; Lynn
The season's first play begins Gardner as tneWife. FrankJohns
October 13, 14, and 15 with Ed- as the Fat,
Dick Bell as the
ward Albee's brief play, "The Doctor; Simmon Armstrong and
Sandbox." The cast, chosen by Topper Crook as two Sailors;
the executive council of the Long- and Wayne Armstrong, Tom
wood Players, includes Sharon Bradley, and Bruce Eskew as
Bourne as Mommy; Pat Holmes the Slaves.
as Grandma; Sandra Curry as The set, designed by Mr. Melsthe Musician; Tim Veise as Dad- ness, is well underway. The play
dy; Randy Hallman as the Young production class and the techniMan; and Pat Quinn and Kathy cal crews are responsible for
Goodwyn as Stage Hands.
the construction of the set. CosImmediately succeeding this tumes from the fifteenth century
fourteen minute curtain-raiser are being made by an enthusiasis the play, the "Menaichmi." tic costume crew. With the first
Hampden-Sydney has provided performance less tlian two weeks
the men for the many male roles away, both cast and crews are
in this play. The cast is headed awaiting anxiously the premiere,
by Frank Faust as Menaechmus Thursday night, October 13.

to be presented first semester
began last week after a series
of four try-outs, the last of
which was held in Johns Auditorium at Hampden-Sydney.

Student* trying oat for the fall production are: l.-r. Shirley
Tlmberlake. John Adams. Frank Faust. Cheryl Rose. Mr.
Melsness Director. Ellen Miller. Topper Cook.

Nellson Alrd and Lynn Gardner rehearse lines for the
Fail Production.

Business Organization
Active At Convention
aMta
Hampden-Sydney Jongleurs rehearsing are l.-r.: Simmons
Armstrong. Frank Faust. Jim Rhodes. Nellson Alrd.

The Longwood Chapter of Phi
The Virginia Chapter of Phi Beta Lambda is planning a welBeta Lambda, a campus organi- come party for all freshmen and
zation for students majoring in transfer business majors. The
business, will again be re- Phi Beta Lambda Coke Party
membered for its active partici- will be held at 4 p.m. on ThursOn right. Mayllng Simpson accepts cloak from Frank pation at the national convention
day, October 6, in Ruffner 121.
held last summer in New Or- At this gathering the new students
Faust. On far left. John Adams.
leans, Louisiana. The more than will be introduced to the faculty
twenty-five Virginia delegates members of the business departactively campaigned and partici- ment and the PBL officers for
pated in many of the competitive 'the coming year. Also at the
categories. Delegates from Vir- [meeting the prospective memginia proudly walked away with Ibers will be oriented in the
top honors in three of the nation- ipurposes of Phi Beta Lambda
al events. Needless to say, all and will be given the opportunity
of the members are eagerly look- ito see examples of chapter activBy JUDY LEACH
Mr. Paul F. Hughes, a newi to hear many dialects. There ing forward to next year's con- ities and recent honors tliat liave
professor in the English Depart- are a great number of people | vention to be held in San Fran- been awarded to members of the
ment, spent the last two weeks | in London from all over the cisco, California.
iLongwood Chapter.
of lib summer in southern Eng-1 British Isles. The British pubs
are
one
meeting
place
for
them,
I
land. Of special interest to Mr.,
Hughes was the London area, and from his conversations
because of the various English; there, Mr. Hughes decided that
dialects which can be heard the Welsh, Scottisli and Irish
there, and the numerous literary dialects were the most musical.
figures who lived there. London It is interesting to note that the
also acted as his home-base, diphthong "ou" is pronounced in
for from there he traveled in the Scottish dialect similar to
By MARION BORISEV1C
a criss-cross pattern throughout the way it is pronounced in southhe is well acquainted, bec.i
Ronald G. Lawhorne,presently of helping Mr. Wamsley during
southern England and west into western Virginia.
From London he moved south assistant Business Manager, will the previous years.
Wales and then east into France.
London was covered a to Winchester and Southampton. become the new Business Mana- The new assistant buslfl
thoroughly as time would allow. Winchester is the old capital of ger and Treasurer for Longwood manager lias not as yet been
In addition to the usual tourist England, and at the present they College on October 15, when Mr.
en, but Mr. Lawhorne said
iccadilly Circus, are excavating a Saxon cathedral. Jacob H. Wamsley's resignation the office is looking for someone
the Tower of London, Bucking- The Winchester Cathedral, a will become effective. When to fill that position. He will have
ham Palace, Westminster Abbey, prime example of cathedral asked if this transition would to train the new assistant busiil ail's Cathedral, and the Na- architecture, lias the remains be difficult, he replied that there ness manager, while he assumes
tional Gallery, Mr. Hughes saw 'of the son of William the Con- wouldn't actually be a transition his duties and obligations also.
practically all the sections of querer, and those of Jane Austen. of duties. By working with Mr. Mr. Lawhorne's final mesthe city either by bus or on foot. After spending two days in Wamsley lor three years, he is sages were that he was very
The Bloomsbury area of Lon- Bath, seeing the ruins of the already familiar with many of
ivtr his appointment and
don where Mr. Hughes stayed former Roman city, Mr. Hughes the duties he will soon officially that hi Invite all Lou wood stuwas once frequented by Virginia went on to Cardiff, Wales. Cardiff assume. An example would be dents to come to his office about
is located near Dylan Thomas the Bi-annual Budget with which any financial problems they might
Woolf and George Bernard
While in London, Mr. Hughes country. The National Museum
have.
On Monday, the lOthofOctosaw a production of Shaw'-. "You of Wales in Cardiff has an exbtr, the "Gyre," student literNever Can Tell." Located near hibit on Dylan Thorn.
k donated ary magazine, will hold an in:
i ctlon li the British Mu- Inch]
by the Americans. Mr. Hughes troductory meeting for h
Mr. Hugfatl -aid tl
setim contains an excellent col- believes thai th< Em. U h tend men and interested upperto beUttli i
Welsh, but he
i.i ii. ii. I reshmen will i»e
It ctiOfl of literary autogr.i;
found
the
people
friendly
and
Ifl the "Gyre"
in addition to numeri
staff since the literary n
manuscripts and classical coi- the countryside beautiful.
turning to
/in" Is classed as a depart*
, lections.
11.-related or
Anothei place of interest winch way oi '
Rochester, Canterbury, and then
Du> '
aching vahe visited was Tabard Inn,
' Gyre" will
I
starting point for (
Pil- to the coast and Dover, (At
DM .taff members to
I nfortunatel) the British terbui> he beard the famed I
it thf' fall i •:■. Mem:
intei
■i at ion minded
folh
. itory staff,
Americans for the Tabai
'in theil
the '
:i and tl.
now a tall
p. Mr. Hu
.
• I
from
itantly looking lor new arti- Channel
All interested students
:. e, to Paris. He should attend the "Gyre"

New Professor Hughes

Vacations In England

Mr. Lawhorne Takes
Administrative Job

Rehearsing their roles In "Menaichmi" art: l.-r. John
Adams. Frank Faust. Lynn Gardner.

Alumnae Fall Council
Plans Annual Meeting
Tii>' annual i ooi « >od ( Lit e
Alumna.' Fall Council will be
held Friday evenini uidSatui
morning of this week, ■
to Mrs. M. ' l«»
ad ti
lire] HI iii. collei i 's national
alumnae association.
M,
ruropler, of
Rpuioki, v..., pre Idenl >>f the
association, will |
il all
sessions.
ill be
mad* in representative! from
Lynclibui , Norfolk, Richmond,
Roanoke, i exin ion, and i armville. Ri
' rfolk
chapter will '■
*) Phlegai, ni'
boanl "I •

Members ol the faculty servini
mi tin' council are: IT. Charlei
F. Lane, Mr. Henry Bittinger,
Mi . Eleanor W. Bobbitt, ami
Kate Trent.
; lent James ii. Newman
will take part in Hie proceedings.
Also representlni thi
be Dean Richard B, Brooks, Dr.
Ruth B. Wilson, J. H. Wamsley,
and Edgar Thou.

Woodburn K;irns
Musters Degree
At Marshall II.

I \\c>\ \\ DA)
alumni ■
I ited to
Mi.
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Sheep Of The Pasture...

Oleg Cassini Says

College is wonderful in many ways, but perhaps the
most wonderful is that it offers to all of us the opportunity
to meet and get to know many different types of people
We, as students, and people, should get to know the different varieties of this human species placed here on
earth It is our privilege, and it is also our duty.
Being an individual is something most of us know
little about, because, quite frankly, the maiorify of today's college students ore |ust like little sheep
we follow each other in every way and manner possible It is indeed a rore quality to find someone who is true to himself,
no matter what his peers may |udge him to be How often
have we heard the expression "But everyone's doing it"
or "everyone's got one," or how often have we followed the crowd simply because we did not wont to be
thought of as being different, or queer, or weird, or
socially unacceptable3 How often have we done things we
really did not want or desire to do, but went ahead and
did anyway simply because we did not have the backbone
to stand up and say no '
We find the campus of 1966 to be in a sad state of
affairs We do not mean not to follow each other in say,
for instance, style, but why must everyone adopt the same
thing, especially if you know that a certain mode is entirely wrong for you' Trends are fine, but |ust because one
campus finds that Humphrey Bogart is great, why does
Snlu.
every other campus follow along and play Bogie to the
hilt? Originality is great, but pseudo-originality is beyond
belief
Is everyone on campus afraid of being ostracized be"... And do you know what Mom is sending? A package of
cause he does nof agree with the current modes of. food for her starving little darling. Love, Mom."
3
thought If you do not like the way something is being |
organized, why sit back and complain about it
you
may be |ust the person to change the course taken in an
activity, either extracurricular or academic The pseudoleader is worse off than even the timid follower.
Do not be afraid to stand out by yourself, even if
everyone else appears to be against you Quite often if one
person can find the courage to admit that he is different,
or feels differently regarding some matter, before long
By GWYN MUSE
disc by the Beatles. Since then
others learn that their freedom of dissent is not buried
So you want to add a new a steady stream of the English
too far from the reaches of their own consciousness. Per-1 dimension to your record col- beat has been flowing to our
haps all along you felt that you were a follower, and that[ lection? This is the year to do Yankee shores, and it seems
if ever you spoke out against some idea you would be! it. A hasty check of the local there's no sign of it subsiding.
laughed out of your "standing " Not so
many, marry! Ye Olde Record Shoppe reveals The Beatles are back, as they
people may feel exactly as you do, only they have never a practically unlimited selection have been again and again, but
gathered their courage to say so either Many are probably for all musical tastes, and if this time, in remarkably good
looking for |ust such a voice as yours This world is soi you're lucky enough to own a taste. Their latest album, "Rebig that everyone has a place to expand himself And it stereo tape recorder, you'll find volver," is quite a change from
is either self-expansion or be trampled under by that; many of your favorite recording the usual Beatle-fare, and is
mass of people that coll themselves individuals
. . artists on the tape cartridge.
actuaUy enjoyable. The true-blue
cookie-cutter personalities.
Several years ago when folkj Mod will, of course, cling to the
If there was only one quality that we would be al-j music was the unchallenged king Rolling Stones, Animals, Kinks,
lowed to have, and all others were to be taken away, ] of the campus, folk groups such etc., for her jollies.
individuality would, and should, be the one that is kept as Peter, Paul, and Mary, and! You say you've run out of
Individuality means truth and loyalty to oneself, and re-1 Ian and Sylvia rode high. Though | things to do at LC? Let a very
spect, both by yourself and by others. It is really so fright- they still rate, these and other funny man, Bill Cosby, supply
ening to say and do what we actually mean, even at the folk groups have had to make your grins. In any of his five
risk of being questioned by others3 What is more im- way not only for other folk groups, albums, he'll entertain you with
portant, feeling clear on your own inside, or gaining false but the hippies, the Liverpool tidbits of everyday life turned
peer acceptance, which can lead to the loss of your own groups, and the soul singers, inside out. Whether relating his
to mention a few. The result experiences in theTemple-Hofspersonality3
Please, please be yourself, this world |ust won't is that where folk once resigned tra football game, or giving some
work if we cannot find and follow our own consciences supreme, variety has proven to highly improbable thoughts on the
Individuality - the trait to find, conquer and, eventually be the trite, but true, spice of Neanderthal man, Cosby will keep
life.
you in stitches.
lead.

By OLEG CASSINI
Well, chubbies, it seems that by resisting all temptations
to lose weight, you may actually have scored a point or two.
For one thing, fashion this fall is less cute, less knacky, less
juvenile, and therefore of a kind more suited to the full form.
You can probably fit yourself - all of yourself-into a cage
dress or a tent or a little pyramid (does that sound like I'm
describing you instead of the dress? Take off pounds!). And
failing that, you will find other current styles available in the
half-sizes, to make you less loathe to enter that department
and ultimately to admit to yourself that that is the size you do
or should wear.
The problem with half-sizes has been their frequent inability to keep up with the latest looks, and there are two good
(or bad) reasons for this. First, it is after all a small (numerically) market, and therefore not a particularly attractive investment for businessmen who seek volume (their money, not your
girth). The last one in the world to take pity on your plight is
the American businessman.
But, from your point of view,
an even more vital factor is the
difficult nature of the clothes
that are usually current. If seethrough dresses with two or three
sequin bands are the rage, if
skin-tight little knit shifts are
in, if stretch pants and poorboy sweaters are the look, there
is little hope for lots of you the you with lots. Those are
just some of the many styles
of clothes that simply cannot
translate to half-sizes. And I
realize that translating in any
kind of lady-like way is not
important. After all, they aren't
lady-like when they are fashioned
in size 8 either. But on the other
hand you don't want to look repulsive - and that is the result
of a fatty in the kind of bodydisplaying clothes that caught
OI.EG CA8SIN1
the public fancy so recently.
So you're in luck now, for fall has a goodly number of designs
to actually enhance the largely endowed lady. But the other side
of that coin is that if you're happy in your new albeit large clothes,
you will have less incentive to get out of that size ranee altogether.
You will keep on eating the pasta and telling yourself that under a
tent dress you all look the same. And that may be more or less
true, but think of the pang of anguish you feel every time a skimpy
style returns, or every time you have to go swimming, or you
stand in front of a dressing-room mirror, or a saleslady says
"What size, madam?" Or every time your male friend looks
at someone else's pretty figure.
And then never mind that this particular season you can
squeak by in clothes that at least you can survive in. Think
ahead to that inevitable day when harsh reality supercedes comfortable inertia. Start thinking of yourself as fat. Throw away
your euphemisms and call a bulge a bulge. Facing up to it nukes
it easier to change to something else. And while you may never
be lithe, a 14 sounds much better than a 48—not to mention
what it looks like.
So you see, as I started out saying, you're lucky this year,
chubbies. You have the best possible alternatives facing you:
shed those pounds or find a syle in your current size that actually
flatters you. Not often does the clothing industry so bless you.
FASHION MIRROR
This year look ahead to the Instrumental are unlimited.
As skirts stay short, underexplosion of the Soul Scene, once From the smooth sound of the pinnings continue to be a subject
considered stomping grounds for Henry Mancini orchestra as the of major concern to women, and
dlddybops (as In high school, master conducts his 148692. . . finally, to manufacturers. So
USA), but which has now found hits to the south of the border while you may just now be findan eager audience in colleges offerings by Herb Albert and ing a full selection of pantihose,
How about the freshman who thought "trail blazing" counted from coast to coast. Here the the Tiajuana Brass, instru- you are also finding some more
Genius, Ray Charles, is big news, mentals come in all styles, and audacious inspirations that are
towards the color cup.
* * * * «
both for his comeback despite buyers never seem to play favo- not only meant to be beneath
blindness and drug addiction, and rites. If you have no favorites, your outfit, but perhaps also
There will be no more name calling in the Sports Spotlight!
*****
for the unique Charles sound. let me suggest the Brass in below. For instance, consider
It's about those signals being sent from 3rd Main Annex In the Midwest (of all places), "What Now My Love?"
fancy pants - fancy petti-pants,
an R.C. cult is springing up, All right, Roy Drusky fans, tliat is. They are usually made
to (lie Happy South Maidens!!
*****
and there the thing to do is you win. It's true. According of crepe, and the bottom part
listen to Ray Charles' "To- to national polls of record sales, of the leg - the part most apt
Yes, nightie watch, there is a rat in the art room.
*****
gether Again." Also high in pop- country and western music is to show - is now decorated with
ularity is our friend. Mr. Otis on the rise again. Many feel
Is there a lack of taste in YOUR suite?
(Redding), whose "Otis Blue" this is due to the recent com- ingenious and/or costly trim such
*****
as white mink cuffing or black
ii I at to Britton on her membership in the new organiza- is doing big tilings. On the scene bining of "pop" and country by sequin bands. Surely there is no
catch
the
Righteous
Brothers
for
i
tion.
such artists as Roger Miller and
some "blue-eyed soul," and that B. J. Thomas. Miller, in the past end to the possibilities.
*****
Now when you climb out of a
ta'l it great about the Hall Meetings to explain the various once-in-a-lifetime product of the three years has given a steady cab it really doesn't matter how
"machinery" around the school! Next week: how to refill the ; Apollo Theatre, James Brown. stream of rather off-beat tunes high up your skirt lias ridden.
Chuck Jackson is another James to which the public readily refiiv lAim ulster . . .
*****
Brown-type fellow to watch, and sponded. If you must indulge, In fact, when no one is looking
Jimmy Reed is still doing big;| Roger Miller is your best bet, you might even encourage it a
things with his old but ever- but no Flatt and Scruggs, please! little. It's getting harder to re- PETTI-PANTS
member when it was a little
popular "Jimmy Reed At CarneIf free love, free speech, and
AU COURANT
gie Hall." Everybody's going soul free LSD is your style, then embarrassing and tacky for
something
white
to
be
poking
out
this year, and no exception is by all means catch your hero,
Junior Walker and the AU-Stars, Bob Dylan, in his two latest from your skirt.
FASHION TIP
well-known for their swinging albums, "Rainy Day Women, 12&
KSTAHI.IHIIKI) NOVEMBER 20, 1921
Do yourself a favor and try on those long bangle earrings
instrumental. They've grooved 35," which contains the highly
il'naignrd rdHorlala written by the editor*
their latest, "Soul Session." And controversial song by the same before you buy them. There are countless pairs of pretty earrings
K.ntrred ■• .erond .1... MM at the Pott Office at FaravlUe. Virginia that it is.
name, and "Blonde on Blonde." decorating jewelry departments from coast to coast — and you
undr, th, A.t „( CMMjNM on March I, 1*14. K.preeented for national aa>erFor the big-city set, there is If you dig protests, pot, and cannot be sure which will look good on you until you wear them.
"""' ■»
' Sallonal Adv.rtleing Sarvlc. Prints by thr Farravllle Hot.Id
jazz - cool, in the manner of passion, this is Utopia - Dylan A good looking earring isn't necessarily a good purchase for you.
I'abli.h.d ..rh ..rk during th* college year .ir.pt daring holiday, and
Dave Brubeck, and hot, hot, hot, at his best. If you don't go for It has to be one whose color, length and shape flatter your face's
•UtfMIlM p.nod b, th. .tud.nt. of long wood i ,.11.,, Faraavllle. Virginia
with the sensational comeback the hairy life, may I suggest color, length and shape. And if you should find, alas, tliat none
Hoi itn.
of a ten-years-ago favorite, Earl tripping down to the record store of the big new earrings look terrific on you, forswear them.
Suian Wolti
"Fatha" Hines. If the crowded, to read the back of the album It isn't worth looking up-to-date if you also look less than your
Editor ln-l bl.f
smoke-filled club with the blaring jackets. Written by the Man Him- best. In fact, I would even say stick to your pearl button earrings
I'h.lli. Ilanm.r
Managing K-dlt.r
Mary Htreet
Baalnaai Maaag.r sax is your scene, hold on to self, these few paragraphs will if that makes you prettier. You're always wise to remember
* hrnl llnnnaha««
your seat. "Introducing Eric give you some idea of just what that cardinal Cassini rule of dress; look pretty rather than
Aaalatant Baalneae Manager
Kloss" does just that. He is a Dylan is all about, though it may immediate.
' ital MwH*i
N»wo Editor
16-year old blind boy whose tenor take you a while to figure him
(•*>* Haat
Faatara Editor and alto saxophones reveal a
Woodburn Completes Master's Degree
out. Though it rarely shows
i UMaMm
Aa.iilant K.atur. I <tit<>> genuine jazz talent that would
through,
Bob
Dylan
does
have
a
■••nn* *-1 r.
Bgayrti Kdit«r normally be expected from a sensitive
(Continued from Page 1)
Mr. Woodburn commented,
side, one cut from
I ■ ilti *i ii. nti'li
UatMMH Sport* K.dilnr person many years his senior- "Rainy Day Women," "Just Like a thesis because to him this "This further work in the field
both in age and experience. Paul A Woman" is unusually tender, would prove more beneficial in of speech which involved twelve
M.l.n J.an lla.mr i .,„!.,, Sonata
Photograph.ra
Desmond, considered by many to and noted by the absence of the teaching.
I indi Sbrll
courses proved to be quite bene< arleentet
be the greatest on alto sax, is usual folk-rock back-up. Dylan While at Marshall University ficial in may capacity as an
t h.l.l Sllnr
Adv.rtleing Manager still swinging, as are his cohorts
fans, don't worry - the twangy th) In >t summer, Mr. Woodburn instructor in speech at LongMllftlll l.aoton
' ii. ul.ii..n Manager in the Brubeck Quartet. For dyedhad the lead role in the play, wood.
harmonica is still there.
liian. Ho.hu
Aaalatant llrrulatlon Manager in-the-wool fans, only: "Ella At
loot the beginning of my
Though the folk world is still "The American Dream" by EdDuke's Place," featuring the dominated by the "old faithfuls," ward Albee.
Wan.n o Ky.l.r
graduate work in speech, it has
Karaite Adrlaor
combined talents of two jazz among them Joan Baez and Ian
courses included such become increasingly evident that
-III
I, bh., Hall. M.rmn llori.,.,, •..„,,„ |t
,„„,
,„
, ,
,
its, Ella Fitzgerald and Duke and Sylvia, a talented newcomer, speech areas as radio, T. V., the
Id itself is rapidly
?■""•'•""•"'
''•
Kara.ar.Ui Hill
Brand. H..1I. V.,,,1 E11 in t HI.
Buffy Saint-Marie, is stepping li.uh.t, public address, and growini' and is gaining greater
■fO, Liverpool into the spotlight. She is a Cree speech correction in conjunction
nition in the college curlb, .tr'.lM,,'-'
'"
*"
'
■ "
-■ '—< ■«
lianded to us on a broken
(Continued on Page 3)
with play direction.
riculum."
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Variety Still Reigns
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Disease Causes 'Back- To-SchoolSlump;
Researchers Developing Mono Cure
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As millions of students return
to classes, school and college
physicians and nurses soon will
be faced with long lines of young
men and women complaining of
feelin tired and listless and
having other difficult-to-pindown symptoms.
Some students will simply be
suffering from laziness. But
many others will have a legitimate reason for 'back-to-school
slump—infectious mononucleosis
- a common back-to-school disease which in the past has been
more difficult to diagnose than
to treat.
A theory that "mono" is transmitted by close personal contact
has led college students to romantically call it the "kissing
disease." Yet, when it strikes,
infectious mononucleosis can be
one of the most miserable experiences in a student's life. Recovery can be slow and every
day lost f nun school can endanger
marks and play havoc witli education plans.
Now, experts have found ttiat
it can be an indicator of emotional stress. Recent studies conducted by the Tulane University
School of Social Work in New
Orleans revealed that high school
and college students who were

being treated for mono were momentarily depressed at the time
they became ill. Thus, mono
becomes a trigger for drop-outs,
an excuse for failing to repeat a
year, a last straw for requesting
medical excuses for postponement of examinations.
Mono Mimics Other Ailments
In addition, mono is also a serious problem because of its ability to minic other ailments including appendicitis and hepatitis.
One authority, in fact, reports
that no fewer than 29 separate
maladies can be mistaken for
mono if diagnostic procedures
are imprecise. These ailments
may call for exploratory surgery
to verify or potent drugs to treat,
while the usual treatment of mono
is three to six weeks' bed rest,
aspirin and gargles.
Therefore, because of the possibility of a mono patient being
subjected to the risk of being diagnosed and treated incorrectly,
physicians have been searching
for a quick and accurate test to
confirm or rule out the disease.
The Tulane study further indicates the need for early detection of the disease since postponement of needed bed rest
adds to the stress and makes
for emotional as well as physical

Young Republicans Aid
In Quid Campaign Rally
On ■'■■ toi lay, October 5, at active in the Republican Party,
8:00 p.m., June* P. Ould, Jr., especially in the 1964 Goldwater
Republican candidate for the campaign, and in various civic
j United Slates Senate, will speak activities including the Lions
at the Farmville Court House. Club, Jaycees and United Fund.
ilk is sponsored by the As a candidate for the Senate
Prince Edwar I County Republi- Mr. Ould is well qualified to
can Party with the assistance of take care of the interests of the
the Youn Republicans Of Long- people of Virginia. Young and exwood College. Everyone is invit- perienced in matters of business
ed to come and hear Mr. Ould management and budgeting he was
I speak on his political positions
elected to the Lynchburg City
and plans for a more effective Council in 1962 and became its
representation of the people of Mayor in 1964. He was the first
Virginia in the national govern- Republican to hold these offices
ment. There will be a qua Uon in over 100 years. His record of
and answer period followii.
achievements in the guidance and
speech at Which time Mr. Ould administration of the city of
will be happy to answer any Lynchburg shows his excellent
questions the audience might ability to work with and for the
have.
people and to protect their inBorn in Lynchburg, Vii Inia, terests. He is a member of the
Mr. Ould WU educated in its Virginia Bar although he does
public schools. In 1944 he was
graduated, cum laude, from the not practice law. For 22 years
University of Miami in Florida, he has been a certified public
After att( niliii: ni; lit law classes accountant. As a CPA he is rehe passed the Virginia Bar in quired to be very familiar with
1950. He is married and lias taxes, finance, accounting, budthro children ■ ea o, 8 and 10 geting, business management and
years. Mi, Quid has been very administration.

complications.
This year, however, it will be
less difficult for school health
officials to tell whether a listless student is discouraged about
his exams, malingering, seriously ill, or another victim of mono.
Pharmaceutical research has
come up with an important new
development -the "Mono-Test"
- a simple, inexpensive diagnostic test which quickly, and
happily for the patient, reveals
th presence of mono in only
two minutes. Using the new test,
physicians can now immediately
order bed rest and spare the patient further diagnostic procedures and delay in treatment.
"Mono-Test" Uses Blood Test
With the new "Mono-Test"
diagnostic blood-testing for mono
becomes readily accessible.
"Mono-Test" is distributed by
Wampole Laboratories of Stamford, Connecticut to individual
medical groups and school and
campus health centers as well
as to hospital and laboratories.
"Mono-Test" is so simple that
any medical technician can report immediate results in two
minutes. It can be performed by
a doctor in his office using only
a glass slide, a blood sample
from the patient and the control
samples provided in the kit.
In addition, this new diagnostic
test is inexpensive. To screen an
entire school or university class
costs only about one dollar per
student. Before the introduction
of this quick screening method
it would have been almost unheard of to test a large number
of students because conventional
diagnostic techniques were too
expensive and too time consuming.

U. Cf Rhode Island
Starts Grant Program
For Undergraduates
A program to encourage research bj undergraduate students
is being established at the University of Rhode Island. As proposed by the Student Senate, 10
I grants, worth $75 each, will be
i allocated from a student taxdur!ing the 1966-67 academic year.

Dr. Francis Horn, URI president, is enthusiastic about the
|program and has appointed four
faculty members and four stujdents to serve as the Undergraduate Research Committee
jand to implement the program.
Awards, in general, will be
made for equipment, supplies,
' and transportation costs for two
[consecutive semesters. Renewals may be sought beyond this
time. The research undertaking
may or may not be for academic
credit. To obtain assistance for
a research project students will
be required to submit a written
proposal, including a budget.
(Continued from Page 1)
relaxed than ours; they live life Every proposal must be enHughes replied tliat they are still the way they think it ought to dorsed by a faculty member and
very proper and formal, leaning be lived.
reviewed by the committee. At
heavily on tradition, yet they
the
completion of a project, the
Mr. Hughes found the image
are a gay, friendly people. From of the "American tourist" a low student will be obliged to submit
the conversations he held with one. The British do not particu- a written report.
them in the pubs, Mr. Hughes lary care for the tourist who
received the impression that they runs through places they confeel inferior to us because they sider sacred, popping his flash- Unlimited Selection
In Recordings Makes
are dependent on us. Britain no bulbs haphazardly.
longer occupies the position of Mr. Hughes was also impress- For Varied Music
importance it once held, so the ed by the lack of space there is
(Continued from Page 2)
British are embarrassed about in Britain. He found many people
their state of affairs, yet gayer wish to go elsewhere so they
because they do not have the can have more room. London, Indian, with a throaty, yet pleasresponsibility which power re- he thought, was an extremely ing, voice, who plays several
quires. The greatest difference crowded city, but the British instruments native to her tribe.
between the British and us is do provide numerous and beauti- Folk fan or not, her albums are
worth buying, not to mention lisin then pace of life. It is more ful parka and squares.
tening to.
The French differed from the
For the completely unorthodox
British. Paris itself was brighter album collector, here is a record
I and gayer than London and the which you can't afford to |
■city was planned far better. Mr. by. "An Hysteric Return/P.D.tv.
Hi: In s believes that the French
Bach at Carnegie Hall" is the
often seem to merely tolerate second offering of Professor
us. They "give the impression Schlckele and his recently unof not liking us all the time earthed works of the "oddest
simply because they respect our
The cla IS tennis doubles tour- independent power and want to of J oh a nn Sebastian Bach's
nament will start this week. rival us." On the whole, Mr. twenty-odd children." Of interest
There will be intradass matches Hughes believes that "the Brit- here isanoratoria, "TheSeasonfirst to determine one set of win- ish and the Europeans do respect ings," toatui In met tea) I horale
ners trc
Tins will us," although they may not aj« and two duets, "Bide tnj
thyme," and "Summer is a cumbe followed by the intraclass
give that Impression.
matches, with the winning team Mr. Hughes plans to return min Si
receiving five points toward their to England and continue his
P.D.Q. will really go for this
cl.i
u|. For further informa- travels where this |ri|
Everette Dirksen,
tion concerninf the tournaments, On the next trip he hopes to one:
rea
1
cluck with Cathy Haas, ti
northern England, and ci
doubles manager, or watch for a Into Scotland and Ireland, visiting Historical Documents of
postinr "f tournament
: literary points of interest Unite':
■meone pur m
on the A. A. Bulletin Board.
ami Ustenini to more dialect.

Hughes, English Prof.

Visits Europe On Trip

College Netters

Enter Tourneys;
Doubles To Begin

Faculty Members,
Please Note

Page 3

Upperclassmen Lack

Competition Now Open for
Woodiow Wilson Fellow
for 1967-1968
Nomination Deadll
Oct 31
What has happened to th< ■
Students you think cap- and White and Red and White
able ol beconinv- outstand- spirit' As of last Friday, mil
ing future college teachers the Freshman class had en
in the liberal arts and players out for their (lass
sciences must be 11011111131601 Hockey team. It will be imby 011 by Oct. 31
jpossible to have Class and Color
Send candidates name
Hockey if more people will not
current mailing address, col- I participate.
and proposed lield ot
Due to loss of practices caused
graduate study to appropri- by rain, double practices are
ate Regional Chairman
being held from 4 to 6 p.m.
Upon request, your local (day. Only eight general pracCampus Representative ol tices (two of which may be intrathe Woodiow Wilson Nation- class practices) are required.
al Fellowship Foundation There is enough time to get these
will give you the name ol practices in, if you come out and
voui Region's chairman
support your Class now!

Class Hockey Spirit
Come on Sophomores, Juniors
and Seniors - don'l lei the Freshmen show you up. Get out on the
key field tomorrow! Your
III Is Y<>1 !

Bonnie Jones, '66
Represents LC
In Harvest Bowl

nn September 23, 24 and 25,
Miss Bonnie Jones, a Senior
here, represented Longwood at
the Harvest Festival, as Longwood's Ha rveal Festival prin. The 9th Annual Festival
was held in Roanoke, with prinBS from eight women's colleges in the state of Virginia
participating. Those colleges
are: Hollins, Sweet Briar, Mary
Baldwin, Mary Washington, Randolph-Macon Women's, Madison,
By GINNY SIRC
led in your sleep at Hockey Hadford and Longwood.
All the princesses arrived in
"Spotlight please."
Camp? And what about those
"On Who?"
[trips toScranton, Pennsylvania' Roanoke on Friday, and met their
"On the Purple Plum, who
someone late for Senior . escorts for the week end, all of
else!"
Capping practice, and did you i whom were seniors from VirThat's right Connie Spradlin,
ginia Military Institute. Activithe spotlight is shining your way.
ties on Saturday included an honor
brunch at Miller and Rhoads, at
Connie, better known as the
which time each princess was
Purple Plum to her modern dance
presented with a gold charm
class, was taken in as a member
of Orchesis last year. She also
bracelet. Then came rehearsal
moved up from her position as
for the presentation of the HarSecretary of the Athletic Asvest Bowl, in which VMI played
sociation to the office of Vicethe University of Georgia.
A parade, with Barry Sadler
President. As Vice-President,
18 Marshal, started at 6:00p.m.,
Connie was in charge of this
year's A. A. demonstration.
and ended up at the Stadium.
Here the girls, in white gowns,
Playing Varsity Hockey for
red capes and carrying red carthree years and class tennis,
nations, were presented. About
volleyball and basketball liave
15,000 people were in attendance.
taken up much of her time. She
A breakfast at the Roanoke Counhas also managed a class sport.
try Club, followed by a party,
For her participation, Connie was
concluded the festivities.
recently presented with a Blue
Bonnie feels that the Harvest
Blazer. Her student teaching will
Festival is a wonderful experibe done in Lynchburg, her homeence, and something she will altown.
ways look back on with fondness.
Connie is a member of Sigma
CONNIE SPRADLIN
"I really enjoyed meeting the
Kappa social sorority. Her
sorority sisters say that she has really come tiptoeing in through people, and getting to know Roamemorized a calorie book and is 1 the tulips? Next time any of you noke " Bonnie will be student
always on a diet. Maybe that's I readers see Connie, why don't i teaching there in her major,elebecause one of her hobbies is j you call her by her first name. mentary education, during the
baking pastries. Well known foi It's Birthel, the accent being on second block.
sleeping quite a lot, and loving the "th." And to Birthel, the
to do it, her favorite expression Purple Plum and Connie SpradTHE ROTUNDA
is "I'm tired." By the way, Con- lin, "The Rotunda" wishes good
nie, did you know that you talk- I luck-we salute you!

Light Spots Spradlin;

Active On L. C. Campus

REGRETS THAT IT

Two Senior Art Majors
Spend Summer In Europe
By DOTTIE THURSTON
beautiful and most important, the
This past summer Diana John- PeoP'e were very friendly to two
son and Debbie Hedley, two senior \ traveling American girls,
art majors from Longwood College, had the opportunity to tour
Europe. They spent a total of ten
weeks visiting the different Eu- ',
ropean countries and world-famous art museums. The girls began their trip with an Icelandic
flight chartered through the National Student Association with
about fifteen other Longwood
girls. After an eighteen hour
flight, the plane landed in Amsterdam where the girls spent the
night at the student hotel. The next
morning Diana and Debbie left
the group to tour Europe on their
own. Some of the places they
visited included: Copenhagen,
Denmark; West and East Berlin;
Rome and Florence, Italy;Madrid, Spain; and London, England,
just to name a few.
The girls had many interesting
experiences while on their tour.
While traveling in Scotland, they
attended an art festival in one of
the cities there. They also spent
a few days on the Spanish RJ
a favorite vacation spot of
Europeans. While in London, the
l'iris saw six top plays
ranged in price from 42 cents to
one dollar per performance. Also
in England, the girls met two
other Longwood girls and aU four
of them rented a car t
Stonehenge andtbegorgeou
lish countrj
throughout the tour the girls stayed m small towns in t\;
ho rented
night to I
According to Diana and Debbie,
Id a ver>
immer I
rope. The f
peciall) the (tall
enery

CANNOT PRINT
ANY UNSIGNED
LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR.
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Shell's Yells

Trip To Europe Marks

Tobacco Festival Includes

Summer For LC Frosh

\

By LIBBA BALL
the fact that the beaches are dan! or KWM people, a once-in- gerous cliffs. On the Riviera,
a-lifetime trip to Europe is per- however, the teen agers get tohaps the greatest event in their gether and have beach parties
lives; but for Joanna Newby, a at night, just like in Virginia.
freshman from Richmond, this "Paris never ceases to amaze
summer marked the fourth time me with its beauty and romantic
;he has visited overseas.
elegance, but Luxembourg is next
"Oui family left from New to Switzerland for local color
York on June 28, and returned and custom. The homes are casSeptember 7. While there, we tles, just as if from fairy book
stayed with my grandparents in i tales. The children speak GerFlorence, Italy and toured Lux- man, French and Italian in grade
embourg, Paris, France; Rome, school - which fits in to make
and Switzerland."
this quaint country even more
nna's uncle is a florentine | unique."
jeweler, and she has many ex- "Rome, on the other hand,
quisite jewels from his shop,ji is a huge metropolis. The drivlocated on Ponte Vecchio, the ers don't observe the traffic
world's oldest bridge.
signals and are always impatient•■The jewelers in Florence, ly beeping horns. They even cross
Italy are famous for their crafts- over white and double lines! It's
manship with silver and other just too hectic to enjoy."
malleable metals. This summer: Venice is one of the most
I was given a brooch pin and: historic sites she saw. Her family
ring set in gold. It's one of my had the opportunity to ride in a
favorites."
gondola. The city has no streets,
"The people of Italy live in| just water-ways for traveling.
lovely marble homes with high Most of the native people prefer
ceilings. The rugs are chiefly small motor boats, but touroriental and the furniture is gen- ists really enjoy gliding along on
erally antique. Perhaps the most such a peaceful ride. While in
unusual thing about life in Flor- Venice, Joanna's family visited
ence is the fact that at every St. Mark's Cathedral. As they
meal, wine is served. We had approached the steps she noticed
home-made cheeses, spaghetti, some pigeons. Well, as she
meats and vegetables with coffee! states, "I had to buy some food,
and Italian bread at nearly all I and before 1 realized what was
the meals except at breakfast.; happening - I was being followed
Italian people don't eat large, by at least 50 hungry beasts.
breakfasts like we do, rather I I wouldn't have been so upset
they eat lightly with cream or; except they started to perch on
raisin bread."
my shoulder and peck at me. . .
"While in Florence, we sawj and at church, too!"
the festival of St. John the Bap- "Aside from all the hectic
tist, Florence's patron Saint. In experiences abroad, I did enthe middle of the town square, counter one particularly humorthere was a championship soccer ous day while in Rome. There
game and souvenir shops sur- are some young men who idly
rounded the play-off. All the stand on street corners and
townspeople take part in this search out American tourists.
ceremony, and it's really a color-1 These men are called 'pappaful event."
gallos' and to draw the young
In France, Joanna went to the; girls' attention, they pinch them.
Riviera. "The boys there have! One day I was walking along in
just learned about surfing from, Rome and I noticed this boy
the U. S. I never did go with any
staring at me. Naturally I avoidof them, but from what I ob-l
served, they need a lot more ed him, but before I knew what
practice with their boards! The] was happening, I had been pinched
water in the Adriatic Sea is clear j and began to mutter, 'I am
and deep blue. The waves arej married' in Italian. This probnearly nonexistent, and it's sol lem is so severe in Rome that
salty it's bitter. The Mediter-1 many young touring girls buy
ranean, on the other hand, is more gold bands and learn to say
suited for swimming except for i 'I'm engaged' in Italian!"

Two Longwood Princesses
Longwood will be well represented at the Tobacco Festival
in Richmond this year, as
Dreama Wright, Miss Chesterfield, and Bette McKinney, Miss
Charlotte County, take part in
the festivities October 8-15.
Dreama was crowned Miss
Chesterfield last April 23, winning over fourteen other contestants. As her talent she played the piano, using "The Song
Is You" by Jerome Kern, rearranged by Don Warner, Sr.
Her prizes consisted of a trophy,
and a $100 check. Prior to this
title, Dreama was first runnerup in the Miss Flame Contest,
sponsored by the Bon Air-Southampton Volunteer Fire Department. Dreama said that she was
looking forward to the Tobacco
Festival. "It will be a wonderful
experience, and I am glad to have
the opportunity." She added, "It
will be a wonderful memory to
have."
Bette received her title of Miss
Charlotte County last April. She
competed with nine other contestants. Bette played the guitar
Well. Girls, how about a gamr of Hockey today?
and sang folk songs for her talent. She was awarded $50 from
the Randolph-Henry ParentTeachers Association and a silver bowl. This was the first time
that Bette had ever participated
in such a contest. The only reason she entered was to get other
An infraction is reported to a 12. All decisions of suspension girls interested in the contest.
or expulsion must be approv- She expressed the hope that she
member of the board.
Informal investigation is held
ed by the administrative will represent her county well.
to determine if action should
committee.
"It is so much to think about,
be taken by the board.
to
plan for."
The girl is informed of her YWCA Again Gives
The girls must be registered at
suspected offense and ad- Tape On Sex Mores
the John Marshall Hotel by 10:00
vised to seek counsel from
In LC Student Lounge A. M. Wednesday, October 12.
within the student body.
That same day they will attend
There is a formal investigaa
Sex as viewed from a pre- Lions Club Luncheon and later
tion during which all witgo to the President's Reception.
nesses testify before the dominantly woman's point of view They will present their talents
has been presented by the YWCA.
board.
at this reception.
The girl is given all of the If you failed to attend the meet- Thursday,
there will be another
ing
today,
this
article
is
for
you.|,
',u**"*»• ,e' 7 ,\f
,,
evidence. Both she and her
un eo
foUo w ed
,at
Do you rave definitely formu-f f' "'
~ght
c h
counsel are in the board room
Show^ Preceding a
and they leave without making lated ideas concerning preJ1 cbynthe Mosque
the
martial relations, illegitimate StrelS
° f""' R
*™
Christy Minany statement.
r-hildrpn and
and frank
frank talks
hUta about
ohn.*
. the Presses Will be
Counsel and girl are given children
presented in formal attire. Fritime to discuss the evidence sex w"n b°ys? H your attitudes day night the princesses will take
are
and prepare the girl's testi- j
susceptible to discussion you rt in the Festi val
w h
Should h.vTn^di'it a point toau £*
**[?*■
mony.
H
r
h "
Ldie Adams
as Grand
Marshall.
tend ne
The girl and her counsel re-1
'
YWCA meeting today, Saturday afternoon there will
turn to the board room at | Sex from ■* entirely new ap- be a football game in which V.P.I,
which time the girl gives her I proach has been discussed by the
will play Vanderbilt University.
testimony. The board may wife of a doctor.
The
climax of the Festival will
If you were not in the Student
then question the girl. Witcome at half-time when the queen
Lounge
at
five
o'clock
today
and
nesses also may be quesif you are interested in sex, of the Tobacco Festival will be
tioned at this time.
The board discusses theevi-i discussed with the individual in crowned.
The Tobacco Ball will take
dence and decides whether mind, contact Cookie Hawthorne
or
Carol
Rex
to
arrange
for^ce
Saturday night. The girls
or not to charge the girl.
l "I'll!
fik nAPl/iit I.n niiflAf i
will be escorted
by cadets from
another
session
soon.
The chairman and vicechairman then inform the
THE COLLEGIATE MUSIC ROOM
girl and her counsel of the
Longwood Achievement Contest
charge or of the dismissal of
the case.
Entry Blank
The girl and her counsel are
Name of
brought back into the room.
Student
She is formally charged and
Clip This Entry Blank And Deposit It In The
answers guilty or not guilty.
Box Provided At The Old Smoker
The board talks to any witLast
Week's Winner—Margaret Bridges
nesses that the girl has requested. If necessary the girl:
returns to the room for more
questioning.
The board confers and makes l
Farmville, Va.
its decision.
1

Judicial Board Releases

Procedure For All Cases
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

KA

9.

10.

11.
JOANNA NEWBY
CHUTE'S

HIGH INCOME JOBS
NEWMAN'S MEN'S

Once A Ycor Sale On

SHOP

Helena Rubinstein

"Traditional Stylp«"

Color Tone Shampoo

JajijM^

Liquid Reg. $2.75

See Our Ladiet'
Sportswear

Now $1.75

Villager, McMullen

Concentrate Reg. $2.50
Now $1.50

Weejuns
London Fog

LANSCOTTS
• Contemporary Cards
• Seoling Wax and Seals

"»"

(**IL(-II

the V.P.I. Corps. Dreama said
she was looking forward to this,
while Bette said she could not
wait for it! The winner of the
"Queen of Tobaccoland" title
will receive a $1500 scholarship.

Fashion Switches '66
Mean Varied Changes
In Lengths, Colors
The year has arrived when
short skirts and tall spirits are
not enough. That's boring-there
is a need for new eye-catchers.
Need for a big switch: The look
is clean-cut, luxurious simplicity, unmistakably American.
Inspiration: the American woman
who was born to slide in and out
of cars, switch bet brand of soap
or cigarette at an instant. This
season the big eye-treats are
polished, sleek, and quirky. Webster's Unabridged defines a
"quirk" as "an individual
knack," and it's not to be confused with a "took." The kooky
girl is decked out in her uniform and feels safe, but the time
for uniforms has long passed. It's
now time to think "Quirky." Cuddly fur coats that have more
going for them than merely being
fur - wild, slick striped coats,
skirts, anything- long, pale-pale
legs (especially with short short
skirts) — animal prints-G-r-r-r)
- Geo abstract designs scattered
over the simplest, snazziest
shapes. Pop art fashions are definitely on the Out.
Knits are this year's takeover fashion: But they've got
to be skimpy and snazzy to be
In. And hippies are really In skinny, slithy, and huggy. The
mini-skirts, no more than a wink,
are fashion news this year.
The new looks are hopi'ing
with color and whoppingly patterned.
Of course Carnaby Street
styles have managed to sneak
upon the college scene - as
everywhere else. Tliat's where
all the "dandies" get their
"gear"— the striped, flowered,
noveau Edwardian shirts. And
invariably a coed will turn up
somewhere with a tie.
On campuses where fashions
are supercool (that's like in degrees), tliat's where the Wild
Things are-bunny, tiger,pseudogiraffe and even hamster furs are
turning up.
It's a Quirky year for fashions,
so let your individuality and
imagination run wild!

STATE £
OCTOBER 5-6
"AMONG THE GREAT MOVIES
OF ALL TIME!" mm
*• IIIKAIOUIUM. r<^.

the<jospeL,iccoRdtn<j
to St. MatthewSHOW TIMES:
3:05-6:45-9:05
— PRICES —
Children—50c Adults—$1
— NO PASSES —

ON CAMPUS

OCTOBER 7-8
fill NEW!

Get a high paying job in
sales, distribution or market research right on your
own campus Become a
campus representative for
over
forty
magazines,
American Airlines, Operation Match, etc and earn
big part-time money doing interesting work Apply right away' Collegiate
Marketing, Dept H, 27 E
22 St , New York, N Y
10010

FOUTHE
RHSTTIME
ONTHE
SCREEN IN COIOR

WHWIS1 «WM»

OCTOBER 9-10-11
JAMK8 STKWAKT
JO*

the
FLIGHT
ofthe
PHOENIX
[coi-ow
■ I
COMING OCT. 11-15
WALK, DON'T RUN'

THE COLLEGE
SHOPPE
"Wc Serve The Finest

Take Advantage Of Your

People In The World"

Student Discount (VISA)

Steaks

At "Our Shop" At The

Italian Dishes
Seafoods
Farmville, Va.

BALL

Patronize
Rotunda

Weyonoke Hotel

•EYANOKE HOTEL • TUESDAY THROUGH IATUR0AV 10 TO I

$2.99 to $7.99 Each Kit
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